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Abstract
This technical paper illustrates the use of SOAP and REST services for Web-based data retrieval.
PHP is used to initiate SOAP and REST calls to two data repositories. The data repositories utilized are
the National Digital Forecast Database maintained by NOAA’s National Weather Service, and Amazon’s
product database. The NWS example provides an introduction to using service-oriented architecture and
data retrieval techniques, while the Amazon example demonstrates a more advanced scenario. In both
cases, alternative data formatting options are considered. An overview of SOAP and REST literature is
also provided. This paper is useful to students and novice developers seeking guidance and to computing
educators seeking coursework examples.
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Introduction

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and Representational State Transfer (REST) are two of the most
popular standards in service-oriented architecture (SOA). SOAP and REST are standards of Web-based data
transfer and communication between systems. In a brief description, SOAP relies on eXtensible Markup
Language (XML)-encoded messages, while REST relies on resources (in the Web sense) and hypertext
transfer protocol (HTTP) commands. However, in reality both are HTTP-based data transmission, and both
are commonly associated with XML, which provides a means for structuring and parsing data. Web and
application developers are sometimes given a choice as to which standard to use. For example, organizations
such as the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and Amazon service both SOAP
and REST requests.
The question addressed in this paper is: How can SOAP and REST be used to retrieve data? A novice
programmer is likely to scour the Web for code snippets or examples. A problem with such an approach is
that many examples are out-of-context, non-commented, and non-working. A second approach is to reference
books such as [1, 2, 3] and try to piece together code based on the concepts and examples. A problem with
the book approach is the disconnect from an ever-changing Webscape and organizational specifics. Another
approach is consulting an organization’s SOAP/REST documentation, which if provided may help, but
can still leave a programmer guessing and looking for working examples. Programmers are likely to use a
combination of these approaches and cobble code without a firm understanding of data requests using SOAP
and REST.
This paper answers the posed question by presenting code and data output examples. The code examples
are written in PHP. Be aware of the line-wrapping when reviewing the code examples, each complete PHP
statement ends with a semicolon. The data output formats demonstrated in the code are: string, XML,
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PHP object notation, and Javascript object notation (JSON). Several output examples are provided in the
Appendices. The first two code examples are at a beginner level and illustrate a simple use of SOAP and
REST to retrieve data from NOAA’s National Weather Service (NWS) National Digital Forecast Database
(NDFD). The second two code examples are at an intermediate level and illustrate the use of SOAP and REST
to retrieve data from Amazon’s product database via the Product Advertising application programming
interface (API). The purpose in answering the posed question is two-fold: 1) to provide students and novice
developers with documented examples of SOAP and REST requests, and 2) to provide computing educators
with examples they might find useful when teaching Web-services.
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Related Literature

This review of related literature highlights some of the common themes in SOA research and provides
direction for readers interested in further study of Web services, specifically SOAP and REST. One of the
most common themes is “SOAP vs. REST,” the purpose being to determine which is better. [4] presented a
performance comparison of SOAP and REST mobile Web servers. [5] presented a performance comparison of
multimedia conferencing applications using SOAP and REST. [6] presented two experiments, a client-server
model implementation and a master-slave genetic algorithm. [7] compared the efficiency and scalability
of SOAP and REST in meeting data transmission requirements in an interaction independence middleware
framework. [8] compared SOAP and REST remote procedure calls (RPCs) in universal plug and play (UPnP)
middleware. [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] each discuss pros and cons of SOAP and REST, but all five studies suggest REST
offers better performance. The advantage of REST is primarily due to the XML encapsulation payload
required by SOAP.
[9] proposed the SOAP service be used as part of a distributed network architecture that exploits radio
frequency identification (RFID) to enable collaboration and decision-making. [10] used SOAP, along with
other semantic web technology, to produce a business intelligence (BI) architecture and an analytical tool
more flexible than typical BI. [11] argued that REST is the Web service approach better suited for the
development of mining and learning “advocate agents” in semantic Web architecture. [12] argued that SOA
can be used to support BI, either by SOAP or REST, and provided comparisons and models for integration.
[13] illustrated how both SOAP and REST can be utilized in bioinformatics Web services, and suggested
that REST is better suited for data retrieval services, while SOAP is better suited for analysis services.
[14] provided architectural considerations of SOAP-based services vs. RESTful services and concluded that
REST is suited for basic, ad hoc integration, while SOAP is suited for the advanced requirements of enterprise
computing. [15] provided a tutorial on the design and implementation of RESTful Web services, including
deciding between SOAP and REST. A recurring theme throughout the literature is that SOAP is better
suited for tightly-coupled environments, whereas REST is better suited for loosely-coupled environments.
[16] responsibly pointed out that the debate is somewhat misguided by the conception that SOAP and
REST are rigid opposites. Both are design philosophies, but REST is fundamentally an architectural (navigational) style, while SOAP is a protocol (procedural) style used in different architectures [16]. Therefore,
[16] provided a detailed breakdown of the technical debate and characteristics of SOAP and REST.
[17] and [18] exemplify two other viewpoints on SOAP and REST. [17] suggested that developers consider
what SOAP and REST have in common, share service semantics, and develop specifications for uniting Webbased services. [18] offered an approach for replacing SOAP and REST in service processing.
The point of this paper is not to draw a performance comparison between SOAP and REST in order to
determine which is better. (For pros and cons see the references). The author recognizes that both are useful
standards, each with advantages depending on the scenario. The place this paper finds in the literature is
providing readers with examples of using SOAP and REST for data retrieval.
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National Digitial Forecast Database

The NDFD is maintained by NOAA’s National Weather Service. The NDFD SOAP and REST services
provide the public, government agencies, and commercial enterprises the ability to request NDFD data via
the Internet. The XML dialect of data retrieved from NDFD is called Digital Weather Markup Language
(DWML). NDFD data is updated no more than hourly. Information regarding NWS Web services is available
at http://graphical.weather.gov.
Example 1 is a REST request to the NDFD. The REST request is structured by creating a uniform
resource locator (URL) that will query the NDFD for weather data of a single point based on latitude and
longitude. In Example 1, the echo command provides a clickable link that will initiate the request and return
the data in XML (Appendix A).
Example 1 - REST request to NDFD
<?php
// Single point data
$lat = ‘‘44.48’’;
$lon = ‘‘-73.15’’;
$product = ‘‘time-series’’; // time-series or glance
$begin = ‘‘2013-02-13T12:00’’; // for time-series
$end = ‘‘2013-02-14T12:00’’; // for time-series
$Unit = ‘‘e’’;
$elements = ‘‘wx’’; // glance overrides elements
// Parameters
$String = ‘‘
lat=$lat&
lon=$lon&
product=$product&
begin=$begin&
end=$end&
Unit=$Unit&
$elements’’;
// Removes return characters in Parameters
$String = str replace(‘‘\n’’, ‘‘’’, $String);
// Create RESTful request
$BaseUrl = ‘‘http://graphical.weather.gov/xml/sample products/browser interface/
ndfdXMLclient.php?’’;
$Request = $BaseUrl . $String;
// Return data
echo ‘<a href=‘‘‘.$Request.’ ’’>XML</a><p>’;
?>
Example 2 is a SOAP request to the NDFD. The SOAP request is structured by providing a method
with appropriate parameters, creating a SOAP client, and initiating the call. SOAP also requires a Web
Service Description Language (WSDL) specific to the service. In Example 2, var dump() returns the data
as string output (Appendix C).
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Example 2 - SOAP request to NDFD
<?php
// Method
$Method = ‘NDFDgen’;
// Single point data
$latitude = ‘‘44.48’’;
$longitude = ‘‘-73.15’’;
$product = ‘‘glance’’; // time-series or glance
// for time-series (commented out)
//$startTime = ‘‘2013-02-13T12:00’’;
//$endTime = ‘‘2013-02-14T12:00’’;
$Unit = ‘‘e’’;
$weatherParameters = ‘‘snow’’; // glance overrides weatherParameters
// SOAP Client
$Client = new SoapClient(‘‘http://graphical.weather.gov/xml/DWMLgen/wsdl/ndfdXML.wsdl’’);
// Parameter array
$Parameters = array(‘‘latitude’’ => $latitude,
‘‘longitude’’ => $longitude,
‘‘product’’ => $product,
‘‘startTime’’ => $startTime,
‘‘endTime’’ => $endTime,
‘‘Unit’’ => $Unit,
‘‘weatherParameters’’ => $weatherParameters);
//SOAP Call
$Results = $Client-> soapCall($Method,$Parameters);
// Return Data
var dump($Results);
?>
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Amazon Product Database

Amazon’s Product Advertising API provides programmatic access to Amazon’s product data. Amazon’s
Web service was previously called Amazon Associates Web Service (A2S) and Amazon E-Commerce Service
(ECS). Data access allows developers to advertise products and monetize websites. In order to use the SOAP
and REST services, a developer must join the Amazon Associates program (registration is free). Registration
provides a developer with an Associate Tag and security keys necessary for making data requests. The keys
are used to create an unique signature for tracking requests. In Example 3, base64 encoding helps the message
survive transport across the transport protocol stack, and hash based message authentication (hash hmac)
generates a keyed hash using the security keys and the SHA256 algorithm. The signature must be included in
requests. Information regarding Amazon Web services is available at http://affiliate-program.amazon.com.
Example 3 is a REST request to Amazon. The request queries Amazon’s product database for item data.
In Example 3, the echo command provides a clickable link that will initiate the request and return the data
in XML (Appendix B, D).
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Example 3 - REST request to Amazon
<?php
// Authentication
$AWSAccessKeyId = ‘‘YOUR AWS ACCESS KEY’’;
$SecretAccessKey = ‘‘YOUR SECRET KEY’’;
$AssociateTag = ‘‘YOUR ASSOCIATE TAG’’;
// Generate timestamp
$Timestamp = gmdate(‘‘Y-m-d\TH:i:s\Z’’);
$Timestamp = str replace(‘‘:’’, ‘‘%3A’’, $Timestamp);
// Item lookup
$ItemId = ‘‘0596007647’’; // Item desired
// Response details desired
$ResponseGroup = ‘‘ItemAttributes,Reviews’’;
$ResponseGroup = str replace(‘‘,’’, ‘‘%2C’’,
$ResponseGroup);
// Parameters
$String = ‘‘AWSAccessKeyId=$AWSAccessKeyId&
AssociateTag=$AssociateTag&
ItemId=$ItemId&
Operation=ItemLookup&
ResponseGroup=$ResponseGroup&
Service=AWSECommerceService&
Timestamp=$Timestamp&
Version=2011-08-01’’;
// Removes return characters in Parameters
$String = str replace(‘‘\n’’, ‘‘’’, $String);
// Request format for signature
$Prepend = ‘‘GET\necs.amazonaws.com\n/onca/xml\n’’;
$PrependString = $Prepend . $String;
// Signature
$Signature =
$Signature =
$Signature =
$Signature =

generation
base64 encode(hash
str replace(‘‘+’’,
str replace(‘‘=’’,
str replace(‘‘/’’,

hmac(‘‘sha256’’, $PrependString, $SecretAccessKey, True));
‘‘%2B’’, $Signature);
‘‘%3D’’, $Signature);
‘‘%2F’’, $Signature);

// Create RESTful request
$BaseUrl = ‘‘http://ecs.amazonaws.com/onca/xml?’’;
$SignedRequest = $BaseUrl . $String . ‘‘&Signature=’’ .
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// Return Data
echo ‘<a href=‘‘‘.$SignedRequest.’ ’’>XML</a><p>’;
$XML = simplexml load file($SignedRequest);
print r ($XML);
?>

Example 4 is a SOAP request to Amazon. Example 4 illustrates how to provide the PHP script with
data entered in an HTML form. For simplicity, the form only prompts for the ItemID, but could be modified
to prompt for all the variables. Example 4 also illustrates PHP object notation and JSON output options
(Appendix E).
Example 4 - SOAP request to Amazon - HTML file
<!DOCTYPE html>
<form action = "soap.php" method = "post">
Item ID: <input type = "text" name = "search"><br>
<input type = "submit" value = "submit"
name = "submit">
</form>
</html>
Example 4 - SOAP request to Amazon - PHP file
<?php
// Verify search term
echo ‘‘Your search: {$ POST[‘search’]} <br />’’;
// Authentication
$AWSAccessKeyId = ‘‘YOUR AWS ACCESS KEY’’;
$SecretAccessKey = ‘‘YOUR SECRET KEY’’;
$AssociateTag = ‘‘YOUR ASSOCIATE TAG’’;
// Generate timestamp
$Timestamp = gmdate(‘‘Y-m-d\TH:i:s\Z’’);
// Method
$Method = ‘ItemLookup’;
// Generate prepend string
$PrependString = $Method.$Timestamp;
// Generate Signature
$Signature = base64 encode(hash hmac(‘‘sha256’’, $PrependString, $SecretAccessKey, True));
// SOAP Client
$Client = new SoapClient(‘‘http://webservices.amazon.com/AWSECommerceService/2011-08-01/
US/AWSECommerceService.wsdl’’);
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// Set headers
$HeaderSet = array(
‘AWSAccessKeyId’ => $AWSAccessKeyId,
‘AssociateTag’ => $AssociateTag,
‘Timestamp’ => $Timestamp,
‘Signature’=> $Signature);
$headers = array();
foreach ($HeaderSet as $k => $v) {
array push($headers, new SoapHeader(‘http://security.amazonaws.com/doc/
2007-01-01/’, $k, $v)); }
$Client-> setSoapHeaders($headers);
// Request and Parameter arrays
$Request = array(‘Operation’=> $Method,
‘ItemId’ => $ POST[‘search’],
‘ResponseGroup’=> ‘Medium’ );
$Parameters = array(
‘‘Service’’ => ‘AWSECommerceService’,
‘‘AWSAccessKeyId’’ => $AWSAccessKeyId,
‘‘AssociateTag’’ => $AssociateTag,
‘‘Operation’’ => $Method,
‘‘Request’’ => $Request);
//SOAP Call
$Results = $Client-> soapCall($Method, array($Parameters));
// Return Data
echo json encode($Results); // JSON ouptut
// var dump($Results); // PHP object output
?>
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Conclusion

This paper presented four PHP code examples using the SOA services SOAP and REST for data retrieval.
The data retrieved was formatted using XML, JSON, PHP object notation, and string output. The databases
used to illustrate the concepts were the NDFD and Amazon’s product database. The purpose of this paper
was not to compare the performance of SOAP vs. REST, but to demonstrate their utility in data retrieval.
This paper provides students and novice developers with documented examples of SOAP and REST requests,
and provides computing educators with examples they might find useful when teaching Web-services.
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A

REST - Portion of NDFD XML output

B

REST - Portion of Amazon XML output
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C

SOAP - NDFD string output

D

REST - Amazon XML/object output
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E

SOAP - Amazon JSON output
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